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Rowan’s Pages

Awesome new 
Brisbane NGR trains

Here are some 
photos of the 
new epic NGR 
(new
generation 
rollingstock) 
trains in 
Brisbane, 
Australia.
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These trains are very nice. Below is a picture of the three different 
car types that they use on the trains. They are electric trains and 
they sound really nice.

Awesome new Brisbane 
NGR trains
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Traffic Lights in 
Queensland, Australia

These are 
some older 
traffic lights. 
This type are 
being replaced 
and there are 
not many left. 

Here are some newer LED traffic 
lights.

And here is a 
button that you 
push to cross at 
an intersection.

There are also some very new LED 
traffic lights but I haven’t managed to 
take a photo of one of them yet.
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The gold coast G-Link trams
The G-Link is an epic tram system at the Gold Coast, Australia. It 
is the only tram system in Queensland. The trams very nice and 
modern. Sadly, I didn’t get very many photos because they were 
full of people.

Above: The driver’s cab
Left: The door buttons
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Bastindo’s pageS

Hello, I’m Bastindo and this is my first contribution to this magazine.
I’m interested in lifts, trains and electronics.

I found an awesome and rare Schindler direct drive 
MRL this month! These are so rare, there are 
actually none left in the UK. This lift is in Germany.

They have a motor under the cab and work without 
any hydraulic or traction. These lifts have 
destination dispatch that often doesn’t make sense, 
because there’s only one lift and there are only a 
few floors.

There are many Schindler Smart MRLs in my 
city. I have found 13 yet. But I found a weird 
one, it has pushbuttons and it was a 
replacement of an old lift! They actually left the 
old manual outer doors in place and built the 
new lift behind that! This looks so weird!
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I built the most useless device.
It is just a buzzer with a switch, a 
button and a battery. The switch 
is the “main switch” and the 
button activates the buzzer when 
the main switch is on.

And the case looks…    weird.

These are the trams in my
city. There are two types of 
tram, 6N1 and 6N2.
6N1 trams were built from
1994 to 1996. They are nice 
and comfortable. 

6N2 trams were built from 
2013 to 2014. They have a 
rather boring modern VF 
motor sound but they are 
very nice designed and also 
very comfortable. And they 
have a spinny seat in the 
back! Yay!

6N1 tram 6N2 tram
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Hello! It’s me again. I was under a diff name, so...uhh. Yeah, right. So, this one isn’t gonna be 
about Jeremy Kyle, as far as I can tell right now.

It was a cold and windy night, Derek was sat in his room alone, listening to David Bowie songs 
and writing this very story. It’s always cold and windy in North England, so nothing was off. 
Suddenly, Derek got the urge to go to the local CHAVSDA to surf the Ecodiscs there. What a 
brilliant idea, but the security guard, yes, THE security guard that is always there. Seriously, 
that's like the only security guard there.

Derek ignored the guard as what could that one guard do to stop him? The local chavs started 
grunting their animalistic grunts as the lift doors slowly opened. Oh boy, they’ve never seen 
this, as they are mainly on the streets acting tough when they scream when toddlers slap them. 
Oh boy, that’s great, right? They all fled as Derek uncovered where CHAVSDA keeps all of 
their gone off food no one wants. The top of the lift.
“Eugh, gross.” grunted the little Chavlings, accompanied by their parental Chavians.
“Looks like I’ve gotta squeeze past this and try to get on there. Oi! Mark (first name I thought of, 
I know no Marks)! Get in here!” yelled Derek, attracting the guards attention. But, the lift shaft is 
the best way to escape them.

To tease the guards, Derek and Mark started blasting music! Oh, how the guard gave up!

The end. See next page for the inspiration! A nice Ecodisc in a shop for chavs. I remember it 
suddenly jerking and nearly sending me and a friend flying. Not done it since, but, you never 
know. I mean, it gave me a small chance to have a convo with this random older lady who was 
kind.
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I have done loads this month.  I have met Dylan Rhodes (who is 
often featured in Ally Law’s videos) and I also met Urban Odyssey.

Dylan surfs the counterweight to the top of a 10 floor lift shaft!
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And of course some information displays were 
hacked to advertise my youtube channel

Urban Odyssey and 
Dylan make a rooftop 
free running video

The video was filmed with 
gopros which they held in their 
mouths as Urban Odyssey 
chased Dylan across the roof 
jumping over obstacles.  It took 
them 5 attempts to get the 
video perfect.
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We were on the 
scaffolding 25 
meters high and the 
crane was 3 meters 
away.  So we built a 
bridge to the crane 
using a ladder.

The ladder was very 
scary, but it did its job of 
getting us to the crane 
above crane protection!

The ladder flexed as we walked 
across it.  As we balanced across 
the ladder we could see the 
massive 25 meter drop below us.

One of my friends so totally didn’t 
drive the crane!!!
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Scottish horse has been 
going around London surfing 
lifts while playing scottish 
music and not caring if he 
gets caught.

Many people looked very 
surprised to see scottish 
horse!
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THE END
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